2016 Science Olympiad Event Locations

HARDAY HALL (HR)
- Bridge Building
- Bridge Building Scrambler

GALLALEE HALL (GL)
- Astronomy
- Crave the Wave
- Reach for the Star

SHELBY HALL (SHLB)
- Air Trajectory

NORTH ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER (NERC)
- Elastic Launched Glider
- Wright Stuff

SOUTH ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER (SERC)
- Electric Vehicle
- It's About Time
- Write it Do it
- Robot Arm
- Wind Power
- Picture This
- Mission Possible
- Wind Power

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
- Bio-Process Lab
- Anatomy & Physiology
- Cell Biology
- Chemistry Lab
- Crime Busters
- Disease Detectives
- Disease Detectives
- Forensics
- Green Generation
- Green Generation
- Invasive Species
- Invasive Species
- Food Science
- Experimental Design
- Experimental Design

BEVILL BUILDING (BE)
- Dynamic Planet
- Dynamic Planet
- Fossils
- Fossils
- Geologic Mapping
- Hydrogeology

BB COMER (BBC)
- Protein Modeling

FARRAH HALL (FA)
- Meteorology
- Road Scholar

PATY HALL (PATY)
- Game On

* B Events in red, C Events in Blue